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Dear Mr. Marmy,

31 August 2009

It has come to my attention that the International Road Transport Union (the IRU) has
broadly circulated and posted on its website a paper dated 17 August 2009, called "IRU Position
on the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Carriage of Goods Wholly or
Partly by Sea (The Rotterdam Rules)". The paper relies on, and reproduces in its entirety, an
annex that was first drafted and sent to the UNCITRAL secretariat over three years ago, on 8 June
2006. In response to that paper, the UNCITRAL secretariat provided on 21 August 2006 a very
detailed analysis of the concerns raised by the IRU, a copy of which I attach for your reference.
The analysis in the 2006 UNCITRAL response continues to hold true, and it might be appropriate
to reread our response. Please note that all UNCITRAL documents are available on our website at
www.uncitral.org.

Preliminary matters - reliance on outdated and revised materials

The IRU 2006/2009 paper makes reference to version A/CN.9/WG.III/WP.56 of the
United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Carriage of Goods Wholly or Partly
by Sea ("the Rotterdam Rules", or "the Convention"), which dates from 2006, and was superseded
by four more recent iterations of the text (NCN.9/WG.III/WP.8I, A/CN.9/WG.III/WP.10I,
Annex to NCN.9/645, and Annex to United Nations General Assembly Resolution
NRES/63/122). While interesting from a historical perspective, reliance upon such outdated
versions of the text is somewhat problematic. In fact, the provisions in the Convention discussed
by the IRU in its 200612009 paper were changed substantially in response to suggestions by States
and industry groups, including the IRU. For example:

(1) what was referred to in the 2006/2009 IRU paper as "draft article 90" was completely
deleted in later iterations of the Convention (see para. 235 of document A/CN.9/616);
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(2) what was referred to in the 2006/2009 IRU paper as "draft article 89" was deleted (see
para. 235 of document A/CN.9/616), and a completely revised provision replaced it in
the final text of the Convention (article 82); and

(3) what was referred to in the 2006/2009 IRU paper as "draft article 27" was also
substantially redrafted and appears in the final text ofthe Convention as article 26.

The current text ofthe Convention

The changes to the current text of the Convention outlined in the paragraph above were
made out of an abundance of caution and have clarified the conflict-of-convention scheme. That
scheme now relies mainly on article 82 for its conflict provisions, which specifically state that, in
cases where any vestigial possibility of conflict of conventions over regulation of the same
contract of carriage remains in respect of a unimodal convention and the Rotterdam Rules, the
Rotterdam Rules will give way in the face of the international unimodal convention in force, such
as the CMR.

Moreover, the approach taken in current article 26 has also been adjusted from the one
referred to in the IRU 2006/2009 paper to one adopting the 'hypothetical contract' approach,
thought by States to be clearer. The IRU 2006/2009 paper suggests that "if the shipper had not
made a separate. and direct contract with the carrier applicable to the stage at which the loss,
damage or delay occurred", the CMR will be "thrust aside". It should be noted that the shipper is
not, in fact, required to have actually made a separate and direct contract of the sort referred to. On
the contrary, a reading of the whole of the provision yields the information that conventions such
as the CMR will, in fact, prevail over the Rotterdam Rules in cases where the provisions of an
international instrument such as the CMR "would have applied to all or any of the carrier's
activities if the shipper had made a separate and direct contract with the carrier in respect of' the
inland leg of the carriage where the loss, damage or event causing the damage took place
(emphasis added to original text). In effect, the CMR will take precedence over the Rotterdam
Rules in respect of the carrier' s liability, limitation of liability or time for suit in every case where
the loss, damage or event causing the delay can be localised to the road transport leg of the entire
carriage, and where the CMR would have applied to that leg of the transport. This approach is, as
you know, no great change to the system being used broadly by industry today, since it is fully in
line with all existing network systems currently being used in many contracts of carriage, such as
those created in the UNCTAD/ICC Rules and those promulgated by FIATA.

The IRU 2006/2009 paper also criticises the Convention for allegedly including provisions
that would allow carriers to limit their liability to one package, i.e. to 875 SDR, if an entire vehicle
loaded with goods were lost. This is a misreading of the Convention. In keeping with the Hague
Visby and the Hamburg Rules, the Convention requires that the number of packages must be
enumerated in the transport documents in order for the 'per package' limitation to apply to each
package in the container. As such, this is no innovation, and today's prudent and professional
shippers are unlikely to ignore that requirement in making their shipments, in addition to such an
enumeration being required for Customs purposes, in any event.

Further, article 59(2) of the Convention makes it clear that the per-package rule applies
specifically to goods "carried in or on a container, pallet or similar article of transport used to
consolidate goods, or in a vehicle (emphasis added)". The definition of "vehicle" in article 1(27)
is "a road or railroad cargo vehicle." Thus, every package inside a road vehicle will be counted for
the per-package limitation, and a vehicle cannot be counted as a single package.
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Participation in the negotiation process

The IRU 2006/2009 paper also criticises the Convention as having been "elaborated by
UNCITRAL without the participation of organisations representing transport operators". That is a
charge which UNCITRAL takes seriously. In addition to the many leading transport experts
negotiating on behalf of Member and Observer States, numerous transport industry groups
participated regularly and actively in the negotiations leading to the adoption of the Convention.
The IRU appears to suggest that the following groups that participated in the UNCITRAL
Working Group do not qualify as organisations representing transport operators: the Comite
Maritime International, the Association of American Railroads, OTIF (Organisation for
International Carriage by Rail), the European Shippers' Council, the ICC (International Chamber
of Commerce), IUMI (International Union of Marine Insurers), FIATA (International Federation
of Freight Forwarders Associations), the International Chamber of Shipping, Bimco, the
International Group of P&l Clubs, the International Association of Ports and Harbours and the
International Multimodal Transport Association. The following organizations have also regularly
participated: The European Commission, UNCTAD and UNECE.

The IRU itself participated in at least one of our two-week Working Group sessions (the
18th session in November 2006) at which it presented its position as reflected in the Report of the
session (see para. 217 of AlCN.9/616), and was engaged in tracking the negotiations when it was
unable to participate. As mentioned above, the IRU has been engaged enough to submit its
concerns in 2006 and, in 2007, sent a proposal to the UNCITRAL secretariat, which was
submitted to the Working Group considering the Convention as document AlCN.9/WG.III/WP.90.
In that proposal, the IRU made specific suggestions on. issues of concern to it. Each of the
concerns expressed in 2007 was addressed by the Working Group in considering changes to the
Convention:

(1) as requested by the IRU and other inland transport groups, the definition of "maritime
performing party" was clarified so as to ensure that it excluded road and rail carriers
from the definition, with the result that under the Rotterdam Rules no claim against a
road or rail carrier that performs a part of a multimodal carriage can be instituted;

(2) the analytical approach for the limited network system of article 26 was considered by
the Working Group in two separate sessions (see paras. 216-228, AlCN.9/621 and
paras. 191-192, A/CN.9/621), and the 'hypothetical contract' approach, although not
favored by the IRU, was the approach taken up by States in the final text of the
Convention as being more likely to be interpreted clearly and accurately than the
alternative approach, which relied on a conflict-of-conventions analysis; and

(3) following the IRU complaint that certain abuses had sprung from the practice of some
maritime performing parties in the English Channel and the North Sea of considering
the transport of containers or road vehicles "non-ordinary shipments" which counted
only as a single package for the per-package limitation of liability, article 59(2) and the
"vehicle" definition in the Convention were amended, as noted above.
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Conclusion

I am certain that the IRU is as interested as UNCITRAL in providing sufficient material
for a fair and balanced discussion among stakeholders of the advantages and disadvantages of the
Rotterdam Rules. To that end, I would suggest you post on your website, in connection with your
recent posting, the 2006 response made by the UNCITRAL secretariat, as well as a copy of this
letter. Both documents are attached. I can assure you that we will post on the UNCITRAL website
both your 2006 paper and your 2007 proposals to the Working Group, as well as our 2006
response and this letter, in an effort to ensure fairness and transparency. I am also sure that I can
rely upon you to circulate this response and the reference documents attached to it to all recipients
of your most recent paper.

I thank you for taking the time to review our concerns, and I am confident that appropriate
action will be taken to rectify the current imbalance in information.

Yours sincerely,

Renaud Sorieul
Secretary

United Nations Commission
on International Trade Law
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21 August, 2006

Thank you for your letter dated 8 June 2006 expressing the concernsof the International Road Transport
Union (IRU) with respect to the work currently underway in Working Group HI (Transport Law) of the United
Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) on the draft convention on the carriage of goods
[wholly or partly] [by seal (the Draft convention).

In your letter, you raise a number of concerns on behalf of your organisation, which I will discuss below,
but first, please allow me 10 make a few clarifications regarding certain points expressed in your correspondence.
Note that all documents to which reference is made in this letter may be found on the UNCITRAL website at
www.uncltral.org,

Mandate

As a preliminary matter, you have raised the issueof whether the Commission has grantedWorkingGroup
llJ the mandate to proceed with its work on the Draft convention 011 the basis of 'door-to-door' transport operations.
as opposed to 'port-to-port' transport operations. In this regard, you cite two excerpts from the reports of the
Commission of itsthirty-fourth and thirty-fifth sessions that considerthis issue.

Following thorough discussion of the proposed sphere of application of the Draft: convention in the
Working Group, the Commission has considered the issue of 'door-to-door' versus 'port-to-port' coverage of the
Oral! Convention on several occasions in addition to those cited in your letter. I make reference to all of those
instances belowin order to providea complete recordof those discussions.

At its thirty-fourth session in 200I, "the Commission decided to establish a working group 10 consider
issues as outlined in the report on possible future work (NCN.9/497).... The Commission also decided that the
considerations in the working group should initially cover port-Io-port transport operations; however, the working
groupwould be freeto study the desirability and feasibility of dealingalso withdoor-tu-door transport operations, or
certainaspectsof thoseoperations, and, depending on the resultsof those studies, recommend to the Commission an
appropriate extension of the working group's mandate."

The following year, at its thirty-fifth session, "The Commission noted that the Working Group, conscious
of the mandate given to it by the Commission (A/56!17, para. 345) (and in particular of the fact that the Commission
had decided that the considerations in the Working Group should initially cover port-to-port transport operations,
but that the Working Group would be free to consider the desirability and feasibility of dealing also with door-to
door transport operations, or certainaspectsof those operations). had adoptedthe view that it would be desirable 10

include within its discussions also door-to-door operations and to deal with those operations by developing a regime
that resolved any conflict between the draft instrument and provisions governing land carriage in cases where sea
carriage was complemented by oneor more landcarriage segments (for considerations ofthe Working Group on the
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issue of the scope ofthe dnllt instrument, see A/CN.9/51O, paras. 26~32). It wasalso notedthat the Working Group
considered that it would 00 useful for it to continue its discussions of thedraft instrument underthe provisional
workingassumption that it would coverdoor-to-door transport operations. Consequently, the Working Grouphad
requested theCommission to approvethat approach (A/CN.9/510, para.32).,,2

In response to that request, the Commission at that same session in 2002 " ... approved the working
assumption that the draft instrument should coverdoor-to-door transport operations, subjectto furtherconsideration
of the scope of application of the draft instrument after the Working Group had considered the substantive
provisions of the draft instrument and cometo a morecomplete understanding of their functioning in a door-to-door
context")

This mandate was referred to by the Commission, at its thirty-sixth, thirty-seventh and thirty-eighth
sessions, in 2003, 2004 and2005, respectively."

Thedoor-to-door scopeof application of the Draftconvention is thought to 00 of particular importance, as
the Draft: convention is intended to be a global instrument that must take intoaccount the needsof worldwide trade
and the requirements ofmodemintemational maritime container carriage,

(RV Concerns Regarding Potential ConOict ofCollventions

With regard to the specific concerns of IRU in respect of possible conflicts that are thought to exist
between the CMRand the Draftconvention, Working Group III has takena multi-pronged approach to safeguarding
againstconflicts between the Draltconvention and any future and existing unimodal inland transport conventions.

llbllt~Q.!ljJi£! in Sco~ ofAPnlicatiQIl

The Draft convention very carefully defines its general scope of application in draft article S to be to
international maritime contracts of carriage, which are required, pursuant to the definition of "contract of carriage"
in draft article I, to 00 "for carriage by sea and may provide for carriage by other modes of transport in addition to
the sea carriage,"

In contrast, the scope of application of the CMR is set out in article 1(I) to 00 to "every contract tor the
carriage of goods by road in vehicles for reward", and then goes on to define the international aspects of that
particular contract of carriage by road.

Thus, as a preliminary matter, the Draftconvention and the CMR are by the very terms of their scope of
application intended to apply to different contracts of carriage: the Draftconvention carefully limits its application
to the master maritime contract of carriage under which the carrier undertakes to carry goods from one place to
anotherand which mustprovide for international carriage by sea, while the CMR applies to International contracts
of carriage by road, including to any subcontracts for international road carriage that may exist under the master
maritime contract. The application of thesetwo instruments is thus intended to be mutually exclusive,

2) Draft ar.!J£h~ 27

The second aspect of the approach taken in the Draft convention to safeguard against conflicts with future and
existing unimodal inland transport conventions is found in draft article 27,5 which is intended as a conflict of
convention provision by establishing a type of 'network system' of liability in the Draft convention, This rule

Ibid, {A/57J17). para. 223.
J Ibid. para,224. .
: Ibid. (A/58117), para. 205; (A/SWl7),para. 62, and (A/M!t7), para, ISO, respectively.
. "(Arride 27 Carriage preceding or subsequent 10 sea carriage

"I When a claim or dispute arises out of loss of or damage to goods or delay occurring solely during the carrier's
period of responsibility but:

(a) Before the time of their loading on to the ship;
I h) After their discharge from the ship 10 the lime of their delivery to the consignee;

and. at the lime of such loss. damage or delay. provisions of an international convention (or nauonal lawI:
(I) according to their terms apply to all or nny of the carrier's actiVities under the contract of carriage during

thal period, Iirrespective whether the issuance of any particular document is needed in order to make such
international convention applicable]', and

(ii) specifically provide for carrier's liability, limitation of liability. or lime for suit. and
I id I cannot be departed from by private contract either at all or 10 the detriment of the shipper,

such provisions. w the extent that they are mandatory as indicated in (iii] above, prevail over the provisions of this
Cnuvenrion. I
"12. Paragraph t does not alTect the application of article MC!)·I
"13 Article 27 applies regardless of the national law otherwise applicable to the contract of carriage]"



operates so that as far as the loss, damage or delay giving rise to the claim occurs during carriage preceding or
subsequent to the sea carriage, provisions of an international convention that provide for carrier's liability,
limitation of liability or time for suit prevail over the provisions of the Draft convention to the extent that such
other convention declares itselfapplicable and its liability provisions are mandatory. As such, the Draftconvention
has been carefully tailored to preserve to as great an extent as possible the application of the future and existing
unimodal inland transport conventions.

The decision to adopt a limited network system was made following extensive discussion in' the Working
Group (see, in particular, AlCN.9!526, paras. 219-267), and after considerationof a detailed study of the issues
prepared by the UNCITRAL Secretariat (A!CN.9!WGJU/WP.29).

Further, draft article 27 of the Draftconvention is modeledon the approach taken in article 2 of the CMR, which
makes the CMR applicable to the whole of the carriage in situations when "the vehicle containing the goods is
carried over part of the journey by sea, rail, inland waterways or air" except where it can be provedthat the loss,
damage or delay could only have occurred in the course of, and by reason of. the carriage by other means of
transport,

Of additional interest is therecognition in mostexistingunimodal inland transport conventions, including the CMR,
thatcommercial realitydictatesthat the modern carriage of goodsmustoften take into account carriage undertwo or
more means of transport to include pre- and post-mode transport, and that some scheme for accommodating that
commercial reality must be sought. In addition to article 2 of the CMR, reference may be had in this regard to
articles 1(3), 1(4)and 38 of the Uniform Rules concerning the contract for International Carriage of Goods by Rail,
Appendix to the Convention concerning International Carriage by Rail, as amended by the Protocol of Modification
of 1999 (CIM-COTIF 1999), article 2 of the Budapest Convention on the Contract for the Carriage of Goods by
Inland Waterway 2000 (CMNI), articles 18(5) and 31 of the Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules
Relating to International Carriage by Air. Signed at Warsaw on 12October 1929, as amended by the Protocol signed
at Le Hague on 28 September 1955 and by the Protocol No, 4 signed at Montreal on 25 September 1975 (the
Warsaw Convention), and articles 18(4) and 38 of the Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules for the
International Carriage by Air, Montreal 1999 (the Montreal Convention).

In fact, it is noteworthy that the maritime transport industry has already to a great extent developed its own network
system, for example, by adopting for widespread use the 1992 UNCTAD/teC Rules for Multimodal Transport
Documents, and the COMBICON combined transport bill of lading adopted by the Baltic and International
Maritime Council (BIMCO 1971, updated in 1995).1>

These documents, and several others, adopt the network system, which has been widely accepted by the
market as an effective way to govern liability issues, For example, while the HagueIVisby Rules do not apply to
inland carriage, clause 11(1) of the COMBICONBILL, readwith clause9(1) thereof, applies the HagueNisby Rules
as a matter of contract law, and clause II(I) adopts the network system to resolve any conflict with a mandatory
international convention or mandatory national law that applies to the carriage covered by the COMBICONBILL.
The Draftconvention thus adoptsthe approach currently in use in industry, and for which the inspiration came from
articlcZ of theCMR,

3) No actionagainst"go-maritime £!ecrorming narti~~ underthe Draft c()nv~!)!i!:m

Another aspect of the approach taken in the Draft convention to safeguard against any conflicts which could still
arise withfuture and existingunimodal inland transport conventions, in spite of the two safeguards described above,
is that the Working Grouphas decided to eliminate the possibility of making claimspursuant to the Draftconvention
against road haulers and other inland carriers. The introduction of the conceptof the 'maritime performing party' in

" See MCN.9/526.paras.232and 234. Reference may be hadto the UNCTAI)/ICe Rulesgenerally, and tothe relevant clausesof the
COMBlCONBILL as follows:
"9..Basicl.iabilitv

(1) . The Carriershall be liable tilr lossof ordamage to the goodsoccurrmgbetween thetime When he receives the
goodsinto his chargeand the timeof delivery......
"11 SpecialProvisions for Liability and Compensation.

(I) Notwithstanding ltIlything provided for in Clauses9 and 10 of this Bill of Lading, if it can be proved where the loss
or damage occurred, the Carrierand the Merchant shall. as to the liability of the Carrier.beentitled to require such liability to be
determined by the provisions contained in ally international convention or national law. whichprovisions:

(a) cannotbe departed 'Tom by privatecontract, to the detriment of the claimant. and
(b) wouldhaveapplied if'the Merchant had madea separateand direcUiontracl with the Carrierin respect of the

particularstageof transportwhere\he loss or damageoccurredand received as evidencethereofany particular
document which mustbe issued lf'such international convention or national law shall apply.

(2) Insofaras there is not mandatory lawapplyingto carriageby sea by virtueof the provisions of sub-clause 11(1),the
liabilityofthc Carrier in respect of any carriagebysea shallbe determined by the ... Hague/Visby Rules The tlagnelVisby Rulesshall
also determine the liabilityof the Carrier in respect of carriage by inlandwaterways M ifsllch carriagewerecarriageby sea. .•
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the Draft con~entjon, u?d ongoingrefinements 10 the definition of that party, serve 10 limit direct actions under the
Draft convention to acnons between the contractual partiesto the overarching maritime contract of carriage. and to
actions against the maritime performing party.' Non-maritime performing partiesarc left outsideof the scope of the
liability regime of the Draft convention for the very purpose of leaving the contractual relationships underthe CMR
and other unirnodal inland transport conventions intact Consequently, actions with respect to inland performing
~arties, including domestic road and rail carriers, will be subject only to any applicable national law or applicable
inland transport convention, including the CMR.

Draft articl£s 27.89 and 90or the Draft wnventioJ!

As a further matter of clarification, draft article 27 (as it appears in the most recent iteration of the Draft
convention in NCN,9IWG.lUiWP56) has been in the Draft convention since the outset, and is intended as the
principal conflict of convention provision of the Draft convention, using a type of network system to eliminate or
minimize any conflicts with future and existing unimodal inland transport conventions,S such as the Convention on
the Contract for the International Carriage of Goodsby Road, 1956, as amended by the 1978 Protocol (the CMR).
As noted above, this approach is quite common in modem commercial transport, and is, in fact. also used in the
CMR,

On the other hand, draft articles89 and 90 of the Draftconvention (in its most recent consolidated iteration
in NCN,9!WG.Hl!WP.56) were inserted into the text in the version of the Draf convention contained in
AJCN.9fWGJlIiWP.32 (thesearticles were then draft articles83 and 84, respectively). Draftarticle 89 was inserted
into the text in response to a suggestion by the Working Group to include for discussion an alternative approach to
that of the article 27 network systemapproach fur the resolution of possible conflictsbetween the Draftconvention
and future and existing unimodal inland transport conventions." Draft article 90 was inserted into the text in
response to a suggestion in the Working Group that it wouldbe helpful to some Statesattempting to avoid conflicts
with other transport conventions ifatticle91. as it currently appears in the Draft convention, were amended to add
languagestatingthat the Draft convention wouldfrevail over other transport conventions except in relationto States
that arc not members of the Draft convention: The drafting decision was made to make such additional text a
separate provision, which is draft article 90 in the current version of the Draftconvention,

Yourletter assumes that articles27.89 and 90 willall be contained in the final text of the Draftconvention.
However, in addition to the clarifications noted in the paragraph above, it should be noted that the Working Group
has not yet considered the text of draft articles89 and 90, nor the extent of any relationship that may exist between
articles 27, 89 and 90, and is expected to do so at its ISII\ session,currently scheduled to be held in Vienna from 6-17
November 2006. In anticipation of that discussion, the UNCITRAL Secretariat will be preparinga Working Paper
for consideration by the Working Groupon the issueof conflictof conventions. Concerns raised by the IRUwill be
reflected inthat document

Conclusion

These importaru safeguards in the Draftconvention, alongwithongoingefforts to further refineand clarify
the text, show that every attempt has been made, and continues to be made by the Working Group, to exclude any
conflict between the Draft convention and unimodal inland transport conventions, such as the CMK Further, there
should be no obstacle for any State to adhere to both the Draft convention and the CMR, since the scope of
applicationof the Draftconvention and of the CMR are clearlydifferent: the Draftconvention applies to the master
maritimecontract of carriage. while the CMRapplies to any contract for the international carriageof goods by road,
which may include the road carrier's sub-contract underthe mastermaritime contract of carriage,

As noted above, the UNCITRAL Secretariat will be preparing a Working Paper for consideration by the
Working Group at its next session in November 2006 on the issue of conflict of conventions. and full discussion of
all issues relating 10conflict of conventions is expected to take placeat that session.

> Al1lCh.' I{f) "Maritime pcrtorming party" meansII performing party lhal performsanyofthe carrier's responsibilities during the period
between the arrival of the goods at the portof loading [Of, ill C~ of trans-shipment, at the first port. of loading)of a ship and their
departurefrom the portof discharge from a ship (or final portof discharge as theease mil)' be). In the eventof a trans-shipment. the
performing paniesthat perform anyof the carrier's responsibilities inland duringtheperiodbetween thedcpnl'ture of the goodsfrom a
rOI1 and their arrivalatanother portof loading are not maritime pcrfomling parties,

Fora more complete explanation of the intended operation ofdrafi article27,reference maybehad to paragraphs 49 to 53 of
NCN.9fWG,Hl/WI'2 L
"Sec AfCN,9!526.parl1.147.
ro See iVCNlJf;26, para 19{,.



Finally, I have taken the liberty of sending a copy of thisresponse to Mr. JoseCapel Ferrer, Director of the
Transport Division of the United Nations Economic Commission forEurope, so that he mayforward it to the States
Parties to theCMR fortheir complete information, as he haswith respect to the lRU position paper.

Yours sincerely,

-, ';Jernej Sekolec
Secretary

United Nations Commission
on International Trade Law
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lIilll Internat;,m,,1
the world road transport organisation Road Transport Unlon_

By taxand by mail Mr JemeJ Sekolec
Secretary
Unlted Nations Commission on
International Trade Law
p.a. box 500

AT • 1400VIENNA

AO/G54885/CPI Geneva, 26 March2007

UNCITRAL WORKING GROUP JII. 16-21April 2007

j
1

1
!
!

Dear MrSekolec,

Your Invitation letter dated 1 March 2007 addressed to Mr Marmy was passed on to me for
reply.

Unfortunately, due to various meetings and business trips already scheduled at that time, I
regret to inform you that the IRU wlll not be in a position to send a representative to the
nineteenth session which will be held In New-York, from 16 to 27 April 2007.

I would like nevertheless to assure you that the IRUwill continue to carefully followthe debates
of the Working Group III and remains grateful for the opportunity to actively participate in its
works, particularly on the draft Convention on the carriage of goods [Wholly or parUy] [by seal.
In this respect, and taking into account that the report of the last session whish took place in
November 2006 in Vienna has not yet been published, the IRU would like to submitherewith in
French and English some proposals in connecnon with the last draft of the above-mentioned
Convention which has beenrecently issued under ref. AlCN.9/VVG.IIlIVVP.81.

We thank you In advance for taking into account the enclosed consloeratcns in the relevant
discussions in connectlon with articles 1.7, 26 and 90 of the draft Convention at the forthcoming
session.

Yours sincerely,

Christian Piaget
Head - Legal Affairs

Enc. mentioned

,
/

l'1tllfnatlonai Road Transport UMln· sec:elaiiat de;;j···
3, rue de Vatel1'!Oe. BP. 4.4. • CH· 1211 Geneva 20 .' Sw;u:.rl.lll'lO. i t!\.'4' ~. -i ""l 1 t 2. 1 C/<O) '2 (J" J

:1
1
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ANNEX 1
ADfG54885/CPI

2603.07

Proposals submitted by the International Road Transport Union
concerning articles 1.1,26 and 90 of the draft Convention the carriage of

goods [wholly or partly] [by sea] (A1CN.9/WG.IllIWP.81)

Article1.1

1, The IRU shares the opinion expr$$$ed by the United States of America in the annex to their
document NCN.9/WG.lHtvVP.84, according to which a rail carrier shOuld not be considered
asa "maritime performing party". .

In addition to this opinion and for the same reasons as those pointed out by the US, the IRU
proposes that the road carrierperlorming services within a port area should, like rail carriers,
also not be considered as a "maritime performing party". The text proposed by the US could
be slightlyamendedto also integrate road carriers, thus reading as follows:

•A rail or rood carrier, even if it performs services that are the carrier's responsibilities
after arrival of the goods at the port of loading or prior to the departure of the goods
from theport ofdischarge. isa non~marttime performing party"

Article 26

2. The IRU proposes to eliminate Variant B of subparagraph (a) of artiete 26 for the two
following reasons:
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- if "another international instrument" is imperatively applicable, this imperative application is
hindered if it is subordinated to the condition that the shipper made or did not make a
separate and direct contract with the carrierfor the non-maritime partof the transport ;

~ upholding the condition that the shipper made or did not make a separate and direct
contract with the earlier (or the non-maritime part of the transport contradicts also
subparagraph (c) of Article 26, according to which the imperative provisions of other such
international instruments "cannot be departed from by contract either at all or to the
detriment of the shipper". .

Article 90, subparagraph (b)

3. This provision. inspired by the provisions of Article 6 of the Hague Rules and the Hague
Visby Rules. has led to abuses by somemaritime performing partiesoperating in the English
Channel and the North Sea. According to these maritime performing parties, the containers
or road vehicles - whose transport has become common in the past 50 years - are still
considered as "non-ordlnary shipments" for which the indemnity amounts to a maximum of
SDR 666,67per unit, the container or road vehicle being considered as a single unit The fact
that the transport document refers to a number of packages or a specific weight is
cor'l$idered. by these maritime performing parties, as not relevant. To avoid the extension of
such abuses through the instrument now proposed by UNCITRAL, the IRU proposes to
complete subparaqraph (b) by adding at the endof the subparagraph the following words;
"The containers Of roea vehicles, whose transport is made by a ship entirely or partially
equipped to undertake such transport, cannot be considered as unon-.otdinary commercial
shipments" '.
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Propositions soumises par l'Unlon lnternatlonale des Transports
Routiers concernant les articles 1.7, 26 et 90 du projet de Convention

sur le transport de marchandises [effectue entlerernent ou
partlellement] [par mer] (A1CN.9IWG.lII/WP.81 )

Article 1.7

1. L'IRU partage t'avls des ~tats-Unis d'Amerique, axprime dens l'annexe au document
NCN.9/VVG.1II/VVP.84, selon lequal un transporteur ferroviaire ne dott pas etre considere
comma « partie executante maritime a,

En complement aeet avis at pour les m~me$ ratsons que celles expnrnses par les Etats-Unis,
I'IRU propose que le transporteur routler foumissant des services dens una zone portualre ne
soltpas non plus, tout comme le transporteur ferroviaire, cons/dare comma « partia executante
maritime ». Par consequent, le texte propose par Ies Etats-Unis devrait ~tre h3gerement et se
lire comme suit ;

« Meme 511 foumitdesservices quirelevent des obligations du transporteut' apres f'arrivee aes
merchandises 81.1 port de chargement ou avant leur depart du port de dechargemenl, un
transporteuf ferroviaire ou un transporleu( routler estpartie executanta non maritime ».

Article 26

2. L'lRU propose de biffer la Variante B du sous-paragraphe (8) de I'article 26 pour les deux
raieons suivantee ;

~ S1 « un autre instrument international)} s'applique nnperanvernent, cette application
imperative est entravee du moment ou elledepend du fait que le chargeur ait conclu ou non
un contrat separe et direct avsc le transporteur visant le trajet non maritime;

- la condition impllquant qu'il faille tenlr compte du fait que le chargeur a conclu OU non un
contrat separe at direct avec le transpDrteur visant le tTajet non maritime, est aussi en
contradiction avec le sous-paragraphe (c) de l'article 26, eeton lequal les dispositions
imperatives d'autres instruments intemationaux « ne psuvent pas ~tre ecartees par un
contrat soit en aUCUM cassoitau detriment duchargaur ».

Article 90, sous--paragrapho (b)

3. Cette disposition, inspiree par les dispositions de I'article 6 des Regles de La Haye et de
Regles de La Haye-Visby, a conduit a des abus enqenores par certams transporteurs
maritrnes operant dens La Manche et la Mer du Nord. $elon ces transporteurs rnantlmes, les
conteneurs ou les vehicules rouners - dont le transport est devenu courant depuis 50 ans 
sont encore ccnsloeres comma « cargaison non ordinaire )) pour laquelle l'indemnite s'eleve,
toutau plus, a666,67 DTS par unite. un conteneur ou un vehicule rouner etantalors considere
comme une seule unite. Le fait que le document de transport enumere un nomore de cells ou
cite un poids speciflque de marchandises est conslch§re, par ces transporteers maritirnes.
comme sans pertinence. Pour evlter la propagation de tels abus par le blais de ea nouvel
instrument elabore apresent par la CNUDCI. I'IRU propose de completer le socs-caraqrapne
(b) en ajoutant asa fin las rnots sulvants :

« Les comeneurs ou tes vehicules mutiers, dont (e transport est effectue par un nevire
entierement ou partiellement construit pour 'as transporter, ne oeuvent eu» consid(m3S
comma "cargaison non ordfnaire"»,
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